Cover: Prize Cow, Philadelphia, by Alexande r Boudreau. For the Americana marke t , this month's Little auction at
Sotheby 's could be a big turning point. See pages 76-83.
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Who's worth watching? Dan Ca111eron has a little list

A s we cautiously enter

Art for the New Year

a new year-and the middle
Museum of Contemporary Art) in Antwerp this fall. As
of the decade-deciding which artists to recommend as
one entered, a half-dozen or so small, brightly colored
worth watching entails, as always, a judgment about whom
tropical birds began fluttering excitedly around the open,
the art world has duly noticed and whom it has unduly
sunlit
space. It's taken year·s of theory and self-conscious
neglected. However, with the contemporary scene still
hesitation
for experimental art about nature to evolve into
slowly rebuilding its self-confidence, today these distincsomething
so, well, unguar·ded.
tions are narrower than usual, so that while one artist may
Marlene
Dumas: This South African-born painter,
seem already overexposed to some readers, to others he or
now
based
in
Amsterdam,
has been skating on the edge
she will be practically unknown. Taken together, though,
between
cult
and
crossover
since
she was first seen in interthe artists on this list share, I strongly believe, a surprising
national
shows
during
the
late
'80s.
But with the Novemresourcefulness in their ability to reinvent the forms in
ber arrival on these shores (at Philadelphia's Institute of
which they work. More than ever before, the future appears
Contemporary Art and Moore College of Art) of a midto be in the hands of anyone who is able to bring as much
career survey that has been touring Europe for over a year,
energy to celebrating art's sheer ability to catch and hold
Dumas may finally be reaching the larger audience she
our attention as to the more tenuous search for its deepest
deserves. Her seemingly crude representations of figures
or most indissoluble meaning(s). What follows is a shmtlist
bear the weight of an acute emotional realism, an implicit
of artists seen in recent months--or to be seen in the months
social critique and a parody of art
ahead-whose work stand s out
them}'-all at the same time.
dramatically as a statement about
Nicole Eisenman: This
where art may be going.
painter of faux-historical murals,
Sadie Benning: Providing
which have been at SoHo's Trial
an introspective foil to Matth ew
Balloon_and the Drawing Center,
Barney's spectacular athletics,
has an extraordinary facility for
the other video superstar of the
suggesting painterly styles that
moment makes road movies of the
range from the Ashcan School to
heart using a camera intended for
WPA neoclassicism. But it is in
children and film whose grainy,
her subjects-convoluted historispeckled texture is perfect for her
cal scenes that substitute women
haunting, close-up style. Explorwarriors, female athletes or
ing those hidden nooks and cranstateswomen for their male counnies where language breaks down
terparts- that her sense of outand the vicissitudes of perception
David Humphrey is one of the most incisive
rage and scathing wit emerge
take over, Benning has not only
painters of his generation. Here , What He Wants.
most effectively.
forged her own way of creating
Tony Feher: I'm still not sure that I actually liked
images, but she has also managed to construct an entire
his new body of work shown at SoHo's Wooster Gardens
vocabularJ' of sensations.
this fall but I also haven't been able to get it out of my
Bruce Conner: Recognition of Conner, one of the
most original artists to emerge from California during the
mind (always a good sign). Instead of presenting the obsessive collections of marbles and other ephemera for which
late 1950s, has been much too slow, especially in light of
he is best known, Feher emptied and darkened the space,
the breathtaking exhibition of new drawings at New York's
lending the somber clusters of jars and colored water a
Curt Marcus Gallery last season and the more recent show
dramatic air that made one look elsewhere about the room
of vintage assemblages at Zabriskie. When one realizes,
to see if something more was hidden away.
moreover, that Conner has been a highly influential experimental filmmaker, the fact that he is not as celebrated as
Andy Goldsworthy: This exceedingly gifted and
underrated English artist has been making sculptures,
he should be seems almost like criminal neglect.
mostly outdoors, since 1976. However, in the breathtakMark Dion: Dion might be the hardest-working_man
ingly delicate "curtain" of twigs that formed the centerin the art business right now, but his often-elusive investigation into ecological concerns took a long time to sink in
piece of his recent New York debut, at Galerie Lelong,
with me. What clinched it was the wildly festooned tree
Goldsworthy demonstrated that even the most elusive and
nomadic investigation can result in something that is at
that he replanted in a sealed-off room at MUKHA (the
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once tangible and transcendent.
David Humphrey: Although he has been showing
continuously for most of the last decade, the growth of
Humphrey's highly personal, surrealistic style has been a
very gradual one. But with his most recent paintings (seen
at New York's David McKee Gallery) based on loose
extrapolations from his parents' wedding albllm, Humphrey
has truly arrived as one of the most incisive and unsettling
painters in a generation that otherwise has tried too hard to
crowd painting and theory onto the same canvas.
Miguel Rios: This Argentine-born and partly New
Yark-based artist, seen last month at SoHo's John Weber
Gallery, has so far attained considerable museum and critical recognition in Mexico and Venezuela. But as one of
the younger Latin American artists whose work is most
adept at articulating the relation between historical, sociocultural and aesthetic issues that provides the impetus for
so many artists of his generation, it is highly unlikely that
Rios's influence will be confined to any single cultural or
geographical milieu for long.
Andreas Slominski: This young Hamburg sculptor
has been mining a heretofore relatively unexplored facet of

a well-known problem: the point at which sculptural form
gives way to function. In his most recent show, at Cologne's
Jablonka Galerie, Slominski filled the gallery with ingenious-looking devices that on closer inspection turned out
to be working traps capable of removing the viewer's finger
(or more). Gives new meaning to "look, but don't touch."
Andrea Zittel: Once we get over the initial fear that
Zittel (who shows at Andrea Rosen) won't be truly satisfied
until everybody is living in reductivist cubicles and wearing uniforms-albeit chic ones-the way this provocative
artist articulates the issues of control and freedom begins to
take on great subtlety. By starting from the premise that an
involvement with art is expressive of the need to project
one's character onto one's surroundings, Zittel tries to isolate, and thus counteract, some of the ways in which we are
molded by those surroundings. Despite their seemingly
cheerless, indeed dystopian nature, Zittel's "models for living" do manage to strip away certain of our most cherished
myths about individuality, replacing them with a hard-won
sense of who we might really be if only we narrowed down
our choices to some zero degree of absolute desire. Dan
Canwron is the contemporary editor of Art & Auction.
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Dan Came ron disco v ers that there's more to San Francisco than its n e w Jltuse utn

T he hundreds of inter-

Bay City Rollers

national art-world YIPs
descending on San Francisco in late January for the
There is, for example, so much broad-based local
opening of the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
interest in issues like nonviolence and ecology th at an
(SFMOMA) were primed to expect a slick, corporate setentire local strain of Conceptual art seems to involve the
ting for the West Coast's latest and most _conspicuously
notions of passive resistance and keeping one's impact on
endowed art palace (see Art & Auction, December 1994).
the environment to a minimum. Although the most celeWhat they perhaps didn't anticipate, but could have seen
brated representative of this so-called Zen Conceptualism
if they had the curiosity to hit the streets of San
is still David Ireland (whose best-known piece is, fittingly,
Francisco, was impressive evidence of a larger and more
his own house), Tom Marioni is justly renowned for his
developed art community than is usually supposed. If the
declaration that having a beer with one's friends is the
Mario Botta-designed museum shines at one end of the
highest art form of all. Mariani's early work, on view in
spectrum--even Director Jack Lane couldn't resist bragJanuary and February at the small, shoeboxy Refusalon ,
ging that SFMOMA not only had raised the $65 million
included photostat texts and grainy photographs docubuilding fund entirely from local sources, but had an
menting his performances of 20 years ago. Somewhat more
additional $25 million "left over" for the endowment-at
substantial pieces by various artists could be seen nearby
the other extreme one finds a city that within the U.S. is
in equally low-impact spaces like Push and the Victoria
second only to New York in the number and quality of its
Room, the latter featuring a group show that included wall
alternative spaces. Among some
paintings by a street artist named
of the dealers, critics and museBarry McGee, more of whose work
urn honchos who queued up
co uld be seen adorning a local
every morning to visit the homes
construction site. Although less
of local collectors, there could
politically correct than older
be heard justifiable grumbling
alternative spaces like Capp
about "cookie -cutter" taste,
Street Project and Southern Expostrong on Robert Ryman,
sure, Push and the Victoria
Anselm Kiefer, Gerhard
Room, along with Kiki,areeasi ly
Ri c hter, Agnes Martin and
onaparwiththebestalternative
Philip Guston. But for anyone
spaces in the country.
who was willing to go off the
There may not be any Bay
reservation, the only real source
S h ows toppe r: a still fro m Ch a n tal Akem u m 's
Area artists parti ci patin g in
of complaint was the lack of a
B ordering o n F ic tio n , a n in stallation
SFMOMA's weighty opening show
thorough listing of all the galwith film and video.
"Public Information: Desire, Disleries and alternative spaces the
aster, Document" (through April
city has to offer-which made figuring out where one was
30), but one can certainly detect a curatorial acknowledggoing half the fun.
ment of local sensibilities in the show's fervent embrace of
For people who live there, the best thing about San
social issues. To be sure, none of its 15 participating artists
Francisco is that its pace is nothing like that of Los Angeis a newcomer, nor, for that matter, is all of the work includles, which is at present spewing out subgenerations of
ed new-Robert Frank's photos are from the 1950s, and
hyped-up artists with a velocity that rivals London's or
the pieces by John Baldessari, Dan Graham, Ed Ruscha
New York's. In fact, San Francisco's present-day creative
and Andy Warhol date from the '60s, while the Richters
image-as opposed to its institutional one, for which
are produ cts of the following decade. Even with the more
SFMOMA is the more-than-adequate emblem- is heavily
recent work, one has seen many of the same pieces on other
rooted in the city's counterculture history, from Beat poetoccasions. In fact, only Chantal Akerman's show-stopping
ry readings in Berkeley coffeehouses to gay parades along
installation Bordering on Fiction, incorporating film and
Castro Street. Ever since the Gold Rush, indeed, San
video, can be said to feel new in any real way.
Francisco has attracted freethinkers as well as entrepreStill, none of this manages to detract from the exhibineurs, and today its community of wri ters, herbalists and
tion's considerable visual and conceptual punch, which is
independent CD-ROM developers provides a sympathetic
all the more commendable considering that for some time
atmosphere for the city's loose network of artists, most of
to come it will most likely be the group show seen by th e
whom appear to have migrated from somewhere else.
largest number of San Franciscans. Perhaps even more
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impressive is its nonsensationalistic framing of topi cal
issues s uc h as c hild abuse, AIDS and, in Akerman's
piece, the current neglect of Russia by Europe and America. In the last analysis, the reason "Publi c Information"
leaves most New York mu seum programming in th e dust
is that all of the works speak in a reasonable, certainly not
lurid manner to the viewer's sense of public responsibility; in so doing, they mak e a strong case that the bes t way
to stimu late interest in co nte mporary art is to treat th e
audience like adults right off the bat.
Besides the Zen Conceptualists, another local movemen t that is straining hard against th e regionalist teth er is
the computer/video art tradition , typified at one extreme
by Alan Rath's blinking, onanistic humanoids and at th e
other by th e circus of self-d estructing mac hines associated with Mark Pauline's notorious Survival Research Laboratories. Althou gh Rath him self was showin g a t th e
Cheryl Haines Gallery during the SFMOMA opening festivities, wi th video whiz Jim Campbell's new work a couple of doors down at Rena Bransten, the most outstanding
show in town other than "Publi c Information," at least in
my opinion, was organized by Haines at several non-art

location s, including office c ubicles and an abandon ed
storefront, under the collective title "Counterspace."
In co mplexity and sophistication alone, "Counterspace" co uld be said to represe nt a tac it challenge to
SFMOMA's curators to keep thi s generation in mind for
future programmin g. Featuring first-ra te, site-specific
proj ec ts by Rob Craigie, R ay Beldn er, Lewis deSoto,
Lukas Felzmann and Mary Tsiongas, among others, it
demonstrated that San Francisco's close proximity to Silicon Valley means a lot more than just having an audi ence
of yo un g profess ionals and e ntrepre neurs handy. Eve n
though some of the individual proj ects in "Counterspace"
were being di smantled e ve n as welcoming toas ts were
being made at the mu seum , all the evidence points to the
fact that th e best way to prevent SFMOMA from becoming
an overnight dinosaur would be for it to start confronting
the ni ce irony that now that the new SFMOMA has raised
San Francisco's contemporary-art co nsc iou sness-and
the rest of the art world's awareness of the city along wi th
it-radi cal energies are being sparked that may well soon
break thi s vessel so gliLLeringly and expensively molded.
Dan Cameron is the contemporary editor of Art & Auction.
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Dun Cume•·on visits the installation

It used to be that the real

netv "'public

Social Studies

space of everyday life was of
that seem to have been wrested away from the grasp of
primary interest to novelists, architects and stage design"
art" altogether. Such spaces have literally been trans ers, but meant far less to painters and sculptors, who traformed
into sites for experiencing social interactions and
ditionally have been more interested in using "real life"
rituals.
Art not only comes to the "public square"; it also
subjects as a vehicle for the exploration offormal and
creates the public square. Its new aura, as it were, does
representational issues . Certainly there have been some
not stem from art's being different from, or superior to, the
major exceptions: in New York in the early 1960s, for
world around it, but rather from the recognition that it is
example, artists like Jim Dine and Claes Oldenburg
primarily an extension of and elaboration upon that world.
focused their "environments" on banal themes, while in
Of course, such a trafficking between the aesthetic
Los Angeles one could see the slice-of-life junk extravaand the everyday has long been a fundamental premise of
ganzas of Edward Kienholz. But any lingering distance
(and tension in) Andy Warhol's art, and it can be seen at
between art and the vernacular seems to have definitively
work in th e current selection (through June 25) from his
disappeared with the onslaught of installation art at the
"Last Supper" series on view at New York's Dia Center for
tail end of the 1980s.
the Arts . Originally created for a Milan site that permitted
Today, with installation-based art continuing to be the
the viewer to literally cross the street and compare Andy's
dominant medium of the avant-garde, the range of invention
within the form has given rise to a new hybrid variation.
version with Leonardo's, the series paradoxically res tores
to da Vinci's banalized masterpiec e s ome post-aura
Taking their emotive cue from such artists as Robert Gober,
majesty. Perhaps even more
Cady Noland, David Hamcompelling, at least in light
mons and Felix Gonzalezof th e present discussion ,
Torres, those artists who are
was the very W arholian
now pushing installation's
idea of a one-night showing
envelope-Bob Flanagan,
of the 1964 film Empire on
Willie Doherty, Renee
a wall on Dia's roof, so that
Green and Julia Scher
th e famou s, eight-hour
among them-have come
unmoving moving picture
to embrace a more instituof the Empire State Buildtional and social definition
ing could be experienced
of installation space. To a
side by side with the "real
Andy Warhol's "Last Supper" paintings (one of which is shown
great degree, these artists
thing," visible in the night
are bucking the early-'90s
here) restores to this most banal of images a paradoxical majesty.
sky over th e rooftops of
tendency toward episodic
lower Manhattan. This presentation of film as a public
or quasi-autobiographical work, looking back to more public
event that e ngaged the viewer in a nonpassi ve way also
forms of expression familiar from the '80s work of Jenny
transformed the art-viewing space into a kind of participaHolzer, TODT, Haim Steinbach and Cary Leibowitz.
tory theater-in- the-round that encouraged the viewer to
To be sure, a deeper source for this shift, whether
make an on- the-spot comparison between an " original"
explicitly acknowledged or not, can be found in Robert
and its reproduction. While not , strictly speaking, an
Smithson's sculpture and writings. Convinced that the
example of installation art, the screening at Dia ties in
degeneration of modernist debate into the formalist quibbling of the 1960s would eventually lead to a crisis in
closely to the kinds of problems artists are grappling with
today as they seek to create social situations that their
art's relationship to social
(who
work can actually inhabit, and sometimes even generate.
died in 1973) proposed that art could maintain its role as
The controversial and certainly provocative installaa medium of shared-that is, social-thought and sensation Visiting Hours, at the New Museum of Contemporary
tion only by defining itself precisely against social instituArt (through December 31), illustrates with depth and
tions, whether governmental or private.
pathos some of the paradoxes facing artists who cross the
In a rejection of what the great German critic Walter
line between installation and social spectacle. The proBenjamin called the artwork's "aura"-our sense of its
distance from the immediacy of our lives-the current
ject is a work by Los Angeles poet and performance and
visual artist Bob Flanagan, who has attained a level of
type of walk-in environmental artwork eschews installacult celebrity unusual for one whose work has little or no
tions that are grafted onto a room, opting instead for spaces
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commercial aspect.
Stricken since birth with cysti c
fibros is, a painful and debilitating ailment, Flanagan, now in hi s early 40s,
has long embraced the practice of
masochism as a response to his ongoing illness. By his willing participation
in and submission to sadomasochistic
pain , Flanagan has said, his fight with
this deadly disease has been transformed into a publi c s p e ctacle of
endurance and, ultimately, survival.
The center of Flanagan' s exhibition
consists of a small hospital room
installed in the gallery, with the artist

An important antique Baccarat Crystal Centerpiece with Ormolu mounts. 251/2'' long.

1ST SESSION: SUNDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1994, 2PM
2ND SESSION: MONDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1994, 7:30PM
Previews: Thursday, Friday, Saturday, December 1, 2, 3, from llam till 6pm
and each sale da y from llam till sale time. Illustrated catalogue $6.00
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A SLICE OF EARTH
An Exhibition of Contemporary Japanese Ceramics
by

YASUHISA KOHYAMA

Fatal attraction: Bob Flanagan 's
Visiting Hours compels viewers to

confront pain and mortality.

present in bed in a dressing gown ready
to receive visitors and talk. By not replicating the social institution of the hospital so much as making it inhabitable,
the artist's physical presence suggests
performance traditions that fo cus on
the fragility of the human body. Flanagan literally adds an extra dimension to
the current effort to displace the site of
beauty with the site of the real, turning
both into a site of shared fatality: Flanagan, we recognize, might die at an y
time-and what about the rest of us?
Willie Doherty's recent transformation of the cozy quarters of New York
University's Grey Art Gallery into an

NOVEMBER 28,DECEMBER 10, 1994
10 A.M. - 6 P.M.

TORAYA GALLERY
17 EAST 71st STREET · NEW YORK

10021
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Now Attend Only The Previews
You Should!

inn er theater of dread and suspicion
also pointedly qu es tioned the social
function of the institutionalized artistic
setting. Two vid eo-beam proj ec tors
were set at the comer of the gallery farthest from the entrance and pointed at
the ri ght a nd left walls . Proj ected on
one wall was a view from the interior of
a parked car, surveying an empty city
stree t la te at ni ght. On the opposite
wall was the view from inside a car driving along a country back road, also
late at night. Over a pair of alternating
speakers a male voice was heard talking to him self, quie tly and with lon g
pauses, about the interchangeable anxieties of feeling like a victim and like a
terrorist. Doherty, from Derry in Northern Ireland (and a nominee for thi s
year's Turner Prize), titles his installation The Only Good One is a Dead One,
and this is a way of pointing to the sectarian hatreds th at have for too lon g
poisoned the_struggle in his country for
a calm a nd r eas onable dialogu e
between neighbors. But Doherty's spatial reconstruction of the dimensions of
violence in a Ne w York setting lend
the installa tion (for which I wrote the
catalogue essay) a chilling familiarity,
even in a place where violence mos t
often takes on random characteristi cs
of tim e, place a nd vi c tim rather than
the tedium of ideological motivation.
For Doh erty, the interchangeability of
roles be twee n vic tim and victimizer
points to a moral gray zone where th e
unthinkable-killing-comes to seem
not only pla usible, but even reasonable . That is th e main reason wh y, in
order to add ress th e social phenomenon of hatred with the sam e intensity
that Flan aga n treats the private issue
of pain , Doh erty has also arrived at a
n ew s e nse of s p ace as the ke y to
unlockin g thought. Fraught with selfdoubt and dise nchantment, Doherty's
installation was a virtual reenac tm ent
of, and a perpetual return to, the scene
of the crim e. Dan Cameron is the con-
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Dan Came ron

(critical edge)

on e really had a use for. Long before
some of th ese dealers had a mple reaall art galleri es were s mall. Or, to put
son Lo re think their square footage in
it a nother way, there have always been
economi c terms, the backlash against
IN PRAISE OF
e nough s prawling palaces filled with
medi ocre official and/or acade mi c art
big had already begun.
Althou gh th ey a re not , s tri c tl y
SMALLNESS
to ma ke it seem tha t the mos t interests peakin g, th e pion eers of pe tite, th e
in g wor k always is s how n in s mall
king and q ueen of s mall are Hud so n
places firs t. Thi s has bee n tru e fro m
th e Lim e of Da ni el-H enry Ka hnweiler's a nd Ambroise (also a performance arti s t, he dropped hi s firs t na me
Voll a rd's early tin y quarters up th ro ugh ' the days of suc h years ago), propri e tor of Featu re, a nd Li sa Spellm a n,
idealis ti cally c ra mped Eas t Village s paces as a ture owner of 303 Gallery. Far from accepting limited space
Morte a nd Art C ity. H oweve r, th e s mall -as-beautiful as a me ta phor for aes th eti c unimportance, both Hud so n
prin ciple was not al ways ac kn owledged in th e 1970s, and Spe llm a n have con siste ntly presented so me of th e
when the aestheti cs of th e white c ube bega n a che mi cal mos t ground-breaking arti sts of rece nt years. Alth ough
interac ti on with th e te nd ency toward site-specific art, con ce ptu al ri gor is not hard to pinp oi nt in thi s work,
Feature and 303 are best known for presenting arti s ts wh o lean toward humor
and even downri ght funk y aesthetics to
mak e th e ir point. F or exampl e, th e
recent debut of sc ulptor Lauren Szold at
303 c on s is te d of a "s pill" of orga ni c
ma te rials (in cl udin g yog urt) onto th e
gall er y fl oor, whe re it lu s hl y deco mposed over th e course of the exhibition.
At th e opp os ite gas tronomi c ex tre me
was the fi rs t s how of sculptor Tom Fri edman at Feature, whi c h included a tin y
sequ e nce of diminishing white rings on
a pedes tal. On closer inspection, Fri ed man's mini a turi s t "abstraction" turned
out to be a row of mint Life Savers th a t
th e a rti s t had co ns um ed to varyin g
degrees, the n preserved as art.
Of co urse , not all s mall galle ri es
Postmasters Gallery is so optimistically cwcmt-garde that nothing the re ever
ope rate a t s uc h a co ns is te ntly avantgard e extreme. While it is true that being
seems intimidating. The work of P erry Hob e rman, including Oaughtet· of
D esignate d Dt·ivet·, is on ·view at th e galle ry this month.
small ofte n allows galleri es to take risks
a nd the art world und ertook its wholesale move into th e th a t la rger es tabli s hm e nts ca nn ot afford , th ere are as
ma ny different interpre tati ons of such possi biliti es- and
cavernous commercial spaces and lofts of SoHo.
A tre nd se tter in num e rous ways, Ma ry Boo ne can their limits- as there are galleri es to reali ze them. Chrisprobably be given a great deal of the credi t fo r ma kin g Line Burgin, for example, divides th e program in her intith e small-to-big transiti on a rite of passage for '80s deal- ma tely scaled space be tween s hows of e merging arti sts
ers desiring to ma ke a na me for th e msel ves . Wh e n s he lik e Jea nn e Silverth orn e or Fariba Haja madi a nd such
und e rtoo k a hi ghly p ubli c ize d mo ve in 1981 from a crowd-pleas in g exhibition s as th e paintin gs of David
smalli s h s pace on the ground floor of 4 20 Wes t Broad- De utsch or a mini-survey of '60s Californi a Con ceptualway to th e cavernous quarters s he now occupies across is m. On the other hand , tak e th e case of P a ul Kas min,
th e s tree t, pundits kn ew th a t th e d ec is ion had co me runn er-up to Baron-Boi sante for th e s mallest gallery in
dow n fro m above: quadruple yo ur s pace, or ri s k bein g New York . Becau se sta nd ard group shows will not fit in
trampled underfoot. SoHo galle ri es had always te nd ed hi s Broadway s pace, Kas min l ea ns toward th e ultratoward the large, but some of the most characteristic la te refin ed-as witness hi s rece nt installation of three si mi- ,.
'80 s spaces-Broo ke Alexa nd e r, Vrej Baghoo mi a n, la r sc ulptures by Donald Baechler, Jiri Georg Dokoup il
Edward Thorp, Barbara Glads tone, SteinGlad s ton e a nd a nd Chris MacDonald , which ma ny viewers did not even
Tony Shafrazi -seemed to contain more spac;e than any- realize were done by differe nt arti sts. Barely a year earliO
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er, Kasmin took the opposite tac k in a
(critical edge)
for Eyes a nd Ears," not only did one
see anticipable works b y Di c k Ri gs how of Ri c hard Hamilton 's work,
which e mphasized the discontinuities and widely diver- gin s and Yoshi Wada, but th e re was also a welcome
gent techniques in the English artist's work.
chance to contemplate th e achievement of the late CharBefore yo u conclude th a t my interest in small gal- lotte Moorman, in the form of the 1964 TV sculpture TVleries is a form of reverse di scrimination , it should b e Cello , on which she collaborated with Nam June Paik.ln
pointed out that galleri es that te nd toward average size a so me what different vein is th e gallery P.P.O.W, a surphysically can still maintain a program that seems more vi vor of th e second wave of East Village spaces, almost
low-profi l e, more intima te, th a n th e u.s ual SoHo fare. all of which eventually fold ed or moved west to SoHo.
Postmasters Gallery, for instance, run by Magd ale na Unlike American Fine Arts, say, or Jay Gorney Modern
Sawon, may co ns is t of two medium- s iz e room s, but Art, which both went high-profile almost as soon as th ey
Sawon's approach to being a gallerist is so optimistically had c hanged zip codes, P.P.O.W-its call letters refer to
avan t-garde that nothing she presents ever seems intimi- owners Pe nny Pilkington and Wendy Olsoff-has shown
dating. Ind eed, th e familiarity evo ked by th e work of a stron g preference for re maining low-key. The gallery's
gallery arti sts lik e Perry Hoberman or David Nyzio sug- unu s ual mix of artists-combining high-toned reali sts
gests that one has entered the hom e of a very generous with th e high-flying politi cal art of David Wojnarowicz
collec tor. J ac k Shainand Erika Roth enma n is another d eal er
berg-allows P.P.O . W.
whose gallery effortlessa n eclec ti cism th a t
many es tabli s hed gally conveys the comfortable, welcom ing atmoler ies jettisoned in the
sp here that more a nd
head y days of th e art
more galleries are stri vmarket boom.
Perhaps eclec ti cism
in g for in th e '90 s .
Although Shainman has
is th e point of my interest in s maller galleries.
evolved from dealing in
folksy American modWhile th ere is certai nly
ernis m to handling some
no dearth of larger galof
Europe's
mo s t
leri es presenting interrespected talents-lsa
es ti ng programs and
Ge nzke n, Marie Jo
breaking n ew gro und ,
Lafontaine and Marcel
the economics of today's
art world forces us to
Odenbach are part of hi s
reconsider th e role
stable- such agreeable
touches as th e presence David Deutsch remains a favorite at the Christine Burgin Gallery,
played by galleries th at
of the dealer's do g (a whose program is divided between emergi11g and more established
ca n't afford full- page
mi crotrend started by
artists. This untitled 1990 gouache on paper is featured in
newspaper adverti se Pat Hearn's redoubtable
D eutsch's curre11t show.
ments, and might not
Chi-Chi) let yo u know tha t this gallery believes strongly even want them if they could. Although right now smalle r galle ri es may b e the e nv y of th eir outsize coun terin the ethics, and efficacy, of being user-friendly.
An important way galleries foster intimacy and acces- parts, thi s is due not so mu c h to low overhead as to the
sibility is through specializa tion . A year and a half ago, I elbow room they have (conceptually speaking) for trying
devoted a column to David Nolan's remarkable ability to out new id eas. Bi gger spaces, generally ide ntified with a
present works on paper in s uc h a way as to generate a specifi c product, are becoming more cautious, of necesc harged atmosphere of co nnoi sseurship that is palpable s ity. But freedom co mes a t a pri·ce: th e operations of
as soon as yo u go through hi s doors. Another jewel of more th a n a dozen smaller spaces have been halted in
thi s type is the Emily H arvey Gallery on Broadway, a the past 18 month s du e to the econo my a nd related facspace well known to afic ion ados of th e Flu xus mo ve - tors. Since big-nam e artists almos t always start out by
ment, since that is virtually th e only work that Harvey s howin g on th e a rt world 's ma rgi ns, maybe accordi ng ,_
shows. While some mi ght feel th a t dedica ting a gallery some recognition of th e e1Iorts of smaller galleries would '
to a singl e move me nt is a bit narrow-or downri ght be a better way of ridin g out th e res t of th e recession
dull-the point is th at Harvey knows her territory back- than waiting to see who or what the hype manufacturers
wards and forwards. In a recent group show called "Music will anoint to save the day. ( A&A )
Dan Cameron is the co11temporary editor of Art & Auction.
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Cover: Bouch e r's Bacchanal befor·e a Statue of Pan sold for $ 11 4, 000 in 1987 and only $72,000 in early 1992. The
Old Master drawings market may not be at the h eights it was a few years ago, but the slide h as been a gentle one , and it
may be turning around. See page 70.
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critical edge
Tltese young sculptors are p1•oducing tvltat Dun Cn11teron tlti nks is some of this

By mid-1989, it had

b e s t tvork

Son of "ScaHer"

become clear to astute New
York viewers that the radical vanguard of American sculpvisible to New Yorkers earlier this fall through a threeture was undergoing a stylistic change that had the potengallery project that dealt primarily with the notion of hidtial to carry it decisively into the 1990s. As a conscious
ing or disappearance. Entitled (oh, shyness), the projectrefutation of the sleek, commerce-inflected work of Jeff
which also featured works by two artists who are
Koons and Haim Steinbach, the looser, often grungier
considera bly more picture-oriented (Beom Kim and
installations created by Cady Noland, Jessica StockholdSiobhan Liddell)-took place in secondary, even hard-toer, Felix Gonzales-Torres and Karen Kilimnik heralded a
find, spaces at the Nicole Klagsbrun Gallery, the Thread
distinct shift in the ways in which found materials were
Waxing Space and the Sandra Gering Gallery. Organized
incorporated, often in the service of a critique of technoby Buvoli, a young Italian artist who has lived in the U.S.
for the past 10 years, the show's emphasis on self-effacecratic society that was delivered in terms that seemed
direct, even scathing, after the studied ambival ence
ment hinged on the artists' "refusing an aggressive
approach to art and ... putting in parentheses their relafavored by their immediate predecessors. Much as the
artists themselves detested the
tionship to a given structure of
handle, a shorthand name was
knowledge." Indeed, Buvoli's
delicate hanging works, in which
soon coined to describe their
work: "Scatter." Referring to
small fragments of cloth, paper
and found metal foil are loosely
the way materials were distribattached to a thin wire armature,
uted across every available surface of the gallery (especially
were installed just above or outthe floor), Scatter found itself
side one's immediate field of
vision, thus defying the viewer's
rather quickly absorbed into
the larger '90s megamovement
initial efforts to locate them.
that continues to be referred to
Based loosely on superhero
as Installation-an equally
fantasies derived from comic
books,Buvoli's subject matter is
opaque moniker that embraces
markedly different from that of
everything from Matthew BarSchaerf, an Israeli-born artist
ney's high-endurance video rituals to Renee Green's low-tech
whose work has been included
reading-room devoted to books
in such recent international
about Mrican-American identiexhibitions as Documenta and
ty, which was seen at the recent
Sonsbeek. Prefening a more forWhitney Biennial.
malistic approach in which
ow, we are seeing the
found objects become linked
sudden emergence of a handful
Low Cal: Jason Rhoades's CHERRY Maki ta-Honesl
together in a quasi-narrative
of artists who seem to be pickEngine Work (de tail), post-adolescent neo-mysticism
flow, Schaerfs work features
ing up where Noland and
in foam core and cardboa rd.
odd juxtapositions of materials
Stockholder left off. Occurring
and objects in order to deconat a time of relative uncertainty about where the contemstruct the very idea of composition, which too frequently
subsumes the integrity of materials.
porary art world may be headed, the comi ng together of
With its emphasis on childlike colors, unassuming
these disparate artists may constitute so mething less
than a movement, but it is considerably more than a simmaterials (cloth, plaster, wire) and strangely disproporple coincidence. As far as what to call it goes, the work
tionate shapes, the art of Daniel Weiner may also seem
to belong to the (oh, shyness) subgenre of Scatter II.
of Luca Buvoli, Larry Mantello, Jason Rhoades, Eran
However, in his first major gallery exhibition (in OctoSchaerf and Daniel Weiner almost begs to
ber at Germans van Eck), Weiner demonstrated that the
"Scatter 11"-or perhaps, in observance of the fact that it
self-effacement evident in the gangling, awkward poses ,.
is so far a boys-only club, "Son of Scatter." But whatever
of his anthropomorphic sculptures lends them an endearthey're tagged, these artists have produced some of the
most impressive work so far this season.
ing, vulnerable quality that is reflected in the fact that
Ironically, the work of Buvoli and Schaerf became
one often has to squat down to get a good look. While
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continued from page 52

they are not "Scatter" works in the
stric t sense, Weiner's plantlike
accre tion s occupy a hybrid stage
so mew here between the intimate
fetishes of Buvoli and Schaerf and
the more expansive vision of an artist
like Rona Pondick.
It is interesting to note that many
of this new group of young artists are
ei th er non-Americans or at least
non-New Yorkers, and their recognition in SoHo has not necessarily been
predicated on success achieved in
their hometowns. Larry Mantello and
Jason Rhoades are both young sculptors who have been plucked from the
fragmented underground scene in
L.A., where they continue to live, and

The coming together
of these disparate
artists may
constitute something
less than a
movement, but it is
considerably more
than a simple
coincidence.
been given the star treatment by their
N.Y. dealers-Jose Freire and David
Zwirner, respectively. And even
though the two artists favor accumulation overkill as a modus operandi,
that's where the similarity between
them ends. Mantello's breed of maximalism proposes a revenge-of-kitsch
se nsibilit y that may suggest Jeff
Koons at first glance, but is really
addressed to the constant barrage of
cultural information in our society.
Stringing and stacking together thousands of brand-new key chains,
lighters, signs, T -shirts, animal figurines, helium balloons and other
gift-shop gewgaws (he has a penchant
for leavi ng the price tags on), Mantello creates display altars that fall
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some wh ere betwee n morbid fasci nation and the blind hilarity of the truly
obsessed.
Rhoades's exhibition at Zwirner
in Se pt e mb er, e ntitl ed CHERR Y
Makita-Honest Engine Wo rk, was
based on a fa miliar Califo rni a icon:
th e co mbin a ti on garage/works hop
with a s tri pped V -8 e ngi ne in side.
Although in this case the engine was
real , Rh oades's site differs fro m its
prototype in th a t almos t every thin g
else-the garage itself, tools, benches and th e like-has b een patc hed
togeth er, with poetic ricketiness, out
of foam core and cardboard , tin foil,
paper, calendars, Polaroids and discard ed bits of almos t a nything else
you can im agine. Indeed, Rhoades's
work recalls early e nvironm ents by
Claes Oldenburg, like 1961 Ray Gun,
in which the obvious fragility of th e
individu al ele me nts is superseded
by the a pparent rawness of the spectacle itself.
While in the early 1960s such a
ges ture served as a n hom age to the
un exp ec ted bea ut y of th e crowded
urban environment, Rhoades's sensibility owes more to the strain of postadolescent neo-mysticism that is curr e ntl y so pr eva l e nt in so uth er n
California art. And yet, by also pushin g th e idea of a self-contain ed universe to such a visual and psychological ex tre me, th e CHERRY Ma kita
installation demonstrates just what it
is th at ma kes Scatter II so differe nt
from its na mesa ke. Like th at of th e
oth e r a rti s ts di sc usse d here, th e
imp ac t of Rh oa des's work depe nd s
on a n arduou s re trac in g of pri va te
myth s wh ose a bility to have a more
ge neral appeal comes just at a point
in co nt e mp ora r y c ultu ral his tor y
when demon strating that art actu ally
can provide its audience with a model
of beli ef see ms to be th e art world 's
mo s t timely, ye t pers is tent , c hallenge. Dan Cameron is the contemporary editor of Ar·t & Auc tion.
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Cover: Mario Carreno's La lavandera. Not long ago they were seen as a fringe area on the art world's outskirts, but today
Latin American paintings are joining the mnrket 's mainstream. See page 78.
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A r e c e nt trip to see tlae r e gion' s art laas Dan Cume t•on singing u song of tlae Soutla

Nomatter how ardent

Southern Exposures

a sui tor one may be, th ere
comes a time in every northerner's experience of the South
the shaping of a sou thern artistic identity is a major issue.
when it is no longer possible to overlook the fac t-evident
Put simply, the somewhat marginal, alternately gothic and
to everyone else from th e start, of co urse-tha t one is a
dispirited aspect of the southern avant-garde seems reflected in the fact that what is co mmonl y referred to as "folk
fore igner, a stranger in an even stra nger lan d. While th e
art" or " Outsider art" has constituted the South 's greatest
sou th ern sta tes are no t as exo ti c a t fi rs t glance as, say,
Boli via or epal, their distance from what born-and-bred
visual tradi tion for at least th e pas t ce ntu ry. From Bill
Traylor a nd William Edmund so n to latter-day geniuses
Yan kees like myself tend to think of as the mainstream of
American culture becomes increasi ngly evident the more
like Thornton Dial and Purvis Yo ung, the southern selftaught artist is typically (but not always) blac k and poorly
one gets to know and reflect upon th e region. The cultural
edu cated, someone who began working as a way of givi ng
axis that stretches from New York to Chicago to Los Angevoi ce to certain arti sti c impulses th a t ofte n di dn' t (or
les has always regarded th e So uth with a certain air of
bemu sement (not to say condescension), but a closer look
couldn't) emerge until fairly late in life. And because such
at how south ern arti sts think about th emselves and their
arti sts have tended to be unconcerned with how their work
work has made me reali ze th a t the iss ues they s ugges t
is shown or sold, the way has been opened for an increashave considerably more resonance than I'd ever imagined.
ingly exploitative market, as de tailed in a recent "60 Minutes" television expose. In
Late this fall I un derfac t, in the opinion of many
took a 10-day, 16-ci ty tear
knowledgeable observers,
through the studios of more
th e e ntire fi eld of selfthan 40 differe nt southern
taught art is bein g th rea tartists, as part of my prepara ti on as c ura tor of th e
ened by a flood of fast-buck
1995 New Orleans Tri enmediocrity- as witness, for
exa mple, th e " take -out"
nial (Marc h 25-April 30)
fo lk art boo th a t Hollyat the ew Orleans Mu sewood's new House of Blues,
urn of Art, one of th e las t
of a shrink ing breed of
a ni ght spo t that is a n offlarge regional exhi bitions.
s hoo t of th e fa med ew
Orleans cl ub of th e sa me
One of the major questions
name. From my admittedly
I faced in thi nkin g abo ut
theshowwas how to place
Ya nk ee p er s p ec ti ve, in
th e So uth in terms of th e
In Pinkne y H e rbe rt 's la rg e -sca le d rawings , vast wh o rls of e n e rgy
fac t, th e very term "selfweave thro ug h op en SJJac e . H e re, P ollin a tio n Cele bra tio n .
taught artist" seems to conoverall di rec tion of American art. This means squarejure up images of the Reverend Howard Finster's crazy-like-a-fox assembly line.
ly addressing the fac t that, despite their solid influence in
other aspects of national culture, the region's major citi es
Race always matters in American culture, and here
in Memphi s, th e intercha nge be twee n folk art (usually
have not managed to provide an infrastructure firm enough
blac k) and fine art (white) is almost as evident as it is in a
to support more than minute communiti es of avant-gard e
artists . Nonetheless, excellent museums can be fo und in
city li ke New Orlean s. Ta ke, fo r example, 4 0-year-old
white artist Pinkney Herbert and blac k folk artist Hawkins
Richmond, Dallas, Atlanta and Houston, and progressive
institutions like Winston-Salem's Southeastern Center for
Bolden. Herbert creates large-scale oil-stick drawings in
Contemporary Art (where the Andres Serrano/Jesse Helms
whi ch vas t whorl s and funn els of energy weave th e mdisp ute began) and Mi ami 's Center for Fine Arts have
selves thro ugh an open pictorial space. In Memphis's tiny
arti stic community, Herbert regard s Bold en, an oc togemade bold and decisive strides.
narian who has been blind since th e age of eight, as very
What follows, th e n, are som e thoughts on outhern
art today. They are in th e form of an on-the-run diary, for
much a peer, though it's likely that hi s fellow citizens still
think of Bolden as more a character than an artist. I myself
there is something about th e So uth th at makes th e spirit
of place a goad to reflection.
have bee n fascinated by Bold en's work-ragtag, scarecrowlike sculptures- for some time, and during my short
Memphis: The id ea of the self-taught artist and its role in
visit I go by Bolden's tumbledown bac kyard , replete wi th
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bits of rugs hanging off fan blades and rows of unconnected pipework forming a ground-level labyrinth.

objects seem to bob about, spoke to me with conviction
about his struggles as a black painter to define subject matter relevant to his life. A few days later, in an overcrowded
house and studio in Vienna, Virginia, I listened to artist
Mary Nash, who is white, define herself as "a self-taught
artist with an M.F.A." Her obsessive drawings and laboriously constructed objects do not belie her claim to the latter, and I remarked off-handedly that such a seeming paradox may well point to the future of the so-called Outsider
traditi on. Thinking about it some more, I now suspect that
this may be a key to the way southern art solves its visibility problem. In Winston-Salem I see the work of Benjamin
Jones, a young Atlanta artist who has won a Southern Arts
Federation grant. Jones, a recent graduate of West Georgia
College, explains his appropriation of the folk idiom-right
down to his childlike signature-by saying, "It's a southern
thing, and I'm from the South." When I first saw his work
in an exhibition, I didn't know whether Jones was black or
white, and indeed the future of art in this region may well
hinge on a fusion between previously rigid assumptions
separating races, classes and types of art. Dan Cameron is

Austin: Texas is normally counted as a southern state, but it
is a place where all our easy notions about identity tend to
slip away. For example, it is small wonder t}lat when the art
world of the 1960s drummed out Pop art pioneer Peter Saul
for cramming too much content into his work, he found a
niche of sorts in Austin-he teaches at the University of
Texas-where his continuing incendiary output goes largely unseen by the locals. While not an Outsider artist in the
classic sense, Saul is an unapologetic rebel, a lone wolf
who discovered long ago that the only way to remain productive in the face of the art world's contempt was to keep
raining down rocks upon its fortifications, albeit from a safe
distance outside the walls. Texas is famous for its history of
staunch individualists, as symbolized by the visionary
paintings of the late Forrest Bess, who also had the last
laugh in terms of surviving the art world's extreme neglect.
Winston-Salem: In Houston, David McGee, a young painter
who produces large gestural fields on which truncated
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Dan Cameron

IF

THERE IS A SILVER
art community. Being "hot" now
(critical edge)
lining to the current recession, it may
means, as it did during the '70s, being
talked about by the people who care
be that the overall quality of gallery
most about art, especially other artists.
THE CHANGING
exhibitions in ew York City is at its
In particular, the return of uncomforthighest level in years. In most cases,
able subject matter and the direct
art dealers are putting up their most
TIDE
expression of form is a great relief to
serious work (or, in a few cases, the
an art world that not so long ago felt it
most commercial) and the result is a
necessary to couch everything in thick clouds of ambiboon for casual gallery-goers as much as for collectors.
All things considered, though, being·"hot" in the '90s guity. A side effect of this trend is the returning imporcontinues to be a major contradiction in terms. Sales in the tance of the group show as a forum for the exchange of
primary market are down by as much as halffrom two ideas and issues. More than half the artists on the list
below were participants in one or another of the big
group shows held this past autumn, but the real news is
that the exhibitions themselves were remarkably more
sophisticated than the shopping lists that made up the
Culture" at the
typical collectives of the '80s.
I fiction/nonfiction gallery and Catherine Liu's "Plastic
I Fantastic Lover (object a)" at the Blum Helman wareI house on Greene Street were both exclusively made up
I of work by women artists; Bruce Ferguson's "Devices" at
I
the Josh Baer Gallery dealt with the machine's role in
our collective consciousness; "Incognito," a group show
curated by artist Carole Ann Klonarides, at Curt Marcus
Gallery treated unconscious processes in the making of
art. Even less successful projects, like Demetrio Paparani's "La Metafisica Della Luce" at the John Good
Gallery, tended to come out boldly in favor of the sorts of
philosophical positions-in this case, how to rescue
lyrical painting-that would have been unthinkable
only a few years ago. The following is a list of artists
worth watching in 1992. Their galleries are in New York,
except where noted.

Deborah Kass's Before and Happily Ever After, an oil and
acrylic on canvas, is Sltre to provoke discltSsion abo1tt
stereotypical definitions of beauty.

years ago, and some people are saying that a new East Village or a revitalized alternative scene is the only way to
save the ew York vanguard. In short, we've come a long
way from the excessive '80s, when an artist without a waiting list was just short of invisible. Nowadays collectors are
thinking longer and harder about what they get when they
lay their money down. Consequently, almost nobody expects
to sell anything anymore, and the result is a
equalizing force across party lines that were once so thickly
inscribed as to be impassable.
Perhaps what seems to have changed most in the current climate is the role that discourse plays within the

Polly Apfelbaum at the Amy Lipton Gallery
After slugging away for years at the problem of defining
her amorphous, sentimentalist materials, this sculptor's
work has suddenly been brought into clearer focus by
the ascendancy of Jessica Stockholder's and Karen Kilimnik's work into the spotlight. If this is what '90s formalism is going to look like, it's still a lot better than
second-rate imitations of Donald Judd.
Matthew Barney at the Barbara Gladstone
Gallery At a recent Cooper Union symposium on new
feminist aesthetics, this artist, who creates simultaneous
video, peiformance and sculpture pieces, was mentioned
more times than all the others put together. Seems he's
taken the best of recent women and gay artists' ideas and
packaged them in a straight white male vehicle
turned into the art world's biggest hype since Jeff Koons.
My personal opinion is that any artist who gets so many
people so heated up must be doing something right.
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With a strange jerry-rigged flimsiness
Angela Bulloch at Interim Art,
(critical edge)
that seems to lend it extra authority,
London When I first saw this English
sculptor's work a couple of years ago at the Massimo her work doesn't so much fuse art with race and gender
Audiello Gallery, I thought it was very funny. But over politics as quietly insist that they've been inextricably
time, her randomly programmed blinking lights began to linked all along.
work their way into my memory as being much more clever
Ann Hamilton at the Louver Gallery Over the
than I'd thought. Now, after experiencing her "Yes," "No"
and "Maybe" whoopie cushions in "Devices," I'm con- last several years, from transforming alternative spaces
vinced she's onto a disarmingly simple but very effec- to becoming the talk of the 1991 Carnegie International,
Hamilton's spectacle-based installation work has singletive new aesthetic terrain: the shock of the silly.
handedly come to stand for the integrity of the creative
Felix Gonzalez-Torres at the Andrea Rosen act outside the marketplace. Now, with her first-ever
Gallery Although already a certified star in downtown gallery exhibition and New York debut upon her, what
terms, this neo-neo-conceptualist has recently shown will this California-to-Ohio transplant come up with?
Answer: the unexpected.
Deborah Kass Moving from happy-go-lucky landscape painter to fearless defiler of male privilege in six
short years, this mid-career artist (who is not represented by any one gallery) spent most of the supposedly
carefree late '80s traveling a rocky uphill road, and she
even has the young artist following to show it. What's
more, her new paintings are scary and amusing at the
same time, but so well painted that you forget how angry
they make you. Who says painting needs to be saved?
Christian Marclay at the Tom Cugliani Gallery
A bit naughty, sometimes very funny, and always with an
unexpected reverence for his materials, this
composer/sculptor's visual art deals with the sometimes
ambivalent relationship between being a fan and an artist
at the same time. His stitched-together assemblages of
record covers are his best two-dimensional work in years,
although this may have something to do with the exoticism that's now a part of anything related to vinyl.

In the grip of angst: Fishman 1968, included in a
posthumous show of works by Paul Thek at the Brooke
Alexander Gallery.

that he can mix metaphors with the best of them. Bet you
didn't know that a live male go-go dancer on a lit disco
stage was politically correct, or that sucking on a cremefilled mint would remind you of how many people are
dying of AIDS.
Renee Green at the Pat Hearn Gallery A stern
critic of current trends in anthropology and sociology,
and deliverer of the unwelcome news that neocolonialism will never go away by itself, this installation artist is
one of the most articulate voices of the new generation.

Suzanne McClelland at the Stephanie Theodore
Gallery Even the people who say they most enjoy this
young painter's awkward renderings of language tinged
with lyrical abstraction insist she's not going to be a star,
but I just don't see anyone working in even nearly the
same vein. They're gritty, spooky and too smart to make
me think she'll ever settle for just repeating herself.
Yasumasa Morimura at the Luhring Augustine
Gallery The giant-sized psychedelic crucifixions that
Morimura, a young photographic artist from Tokyo, presented in last year's ill-fated "Metropolis" were the surprise hits of the exhibition, and a fascinating development
on the heels of his earlier cross-gender impersonations of•
art history's greatest hits. The most exciting new Japanese
artist since Tatsuo Miyajima had his New York debut two
years ago (at the very same gallery, natch).
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(critical edge)
Rona Pondick at fiction/nonfiction
No longer just a sleeper in the too typical
sense of the word, Pondick's awkward,
bizarrely scaled sculpture is clearly about
the big picture, and its disarming quality
is funny and subversive. Plus she's getting
a lot of word-of-mouth support similar to
what Robert Gober used to receive, but
which has so far managed to elude Cady
Noland. With Claes Oldenburg still on an
extended leave of absence, who can predict into what new terrain antireductivism
may stray?
Beverly Sem.mes lt's"just a hunch, but
from the velvet multiple-dressing-gown
piece that practically stole the show in Blum
Helman's "Plastic Fantastic Lover" (a not
inconsiderable task) and the catalogue photos of two more of this young artist's garment-based sculpture, I'd say that she has
a very good future ahead of her.
Paul Thek at the Brooke Alexander Gallery Should it matter that he
died from AIDS several years ago, and
therefore might not rightfully belong on
this list? Unfortunately, since Thek never
got anything approaching his due while
he was alive, the pain evident in the
works on paper in this posthumous show
may be particularly hard to bear, but it is
more crucial to acknowledge. A rare case
of the examined life experienced as open
wound, and one that seems very relevant
to present-day art's much-discussed crisis of signification.
Sue Williams at the 303 Gallery
She's just as bad as she wants to be, and
that can sometimes get pretty raunchy. This
artist's black-and-white (but mostly gray)
comic-induced paintings slice open the
seamy underside of American family life,
to reveal excesses of abuse, neglect, incest
and violence that are not for the fainthearted, especially in Williams's self-consciously slapdash treatment. My vote for the mosf
compelling young painter currently working in New York. ( A&A)
Dan Canwron is an art critic and curator.
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Cover: When the Neoclassical vogue swept the United States in the early 19th century, Americans adopted Greek and
Roman styles in painting, furniture, decorative art and, as in Thomas Sully's portrait of Mrs. Robert Gilmor, ]r. , dress.
Seepage 82.
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\lienna is serving notice that it is a new cultural locus lor central Europe. Data Cameron gets the message

IfVienna's cultural rnis-

The City Inside Itself

sion these days can be summed up by a single characteristic, it would be the amount of
If, however, in the midst of the splendor of Vienna the
energy expended in trying to come to terms with its own
visitor tries to locate a comparable showcase for younger
past. This summer, with the reopening of the collection of
Austrian artists, he or she is almost certain to come away
the Osterreichisches Museum fur Angewandte Kunst (Ausdisappointed. The main reason for this absence, ironically
trian Museum of Applied Arts), as well as the continuation
enough, seems to be the enormous amount of state support
of MAK's massive site-specific Vito Acconci work entitled
given to arts institutions in Austria-including commerThe City Inside Us, and with the large painting survey orgacial galleries-a program that has all but destroyed any
nized by Kasper Konig for two major sites-the Messepaincentive for local artists to do anything for themselves.
last (site of the future Museum of Contemporary Art) and the
Although there are good galleries in Vienna, the fame of
the best-known spaces-Peter Pakesch, Nachst St. Stephan,
new Kunsthalle-Vienna has undertaken something that no
other major European city (except Antwerp, perhaps) would
Metropol, Ursula Krinzinger, Grita Insam and Hubert Windare attempt this year. By signaling such a dramatic expanter-stems more from their interminable campaigns to
sion of its contemporary art options for the future, Vienna is
destroy one another's credibility than from any efforts expendserving notice that it is eager to begin providing the cultural
ed in trying to improve their collective situation. With more
or less the same private-club structure as when it opened in
focus for central Europe, as the newly unified continent
1898, the Secession may
shifts its weight eastward
still wind up doing a more
to meet the challenges of
consistent job of exposing
the next century.
the public to new art than
But the most obvithe year-old Kunsthalle
ous paradox implicit in
Vienna' s current situathat stands across the
tion is the fact that of the
street; when I was visitmany European cities
ing, however, there were
intoxicated by their hisdisappointing exhibitions
tory, Vienna's attempts
at both. Officially, modto live in the present are
ern art is represented in
especially vulnerable to
Vienna by the Museum
theseductiveauraofthe
des 20. Jahrhunderts
past. Surrounded by the
(Museum of the 20th Cenmonumental relics of
tury) and the Gartenpalais
imperial glory- even the
Lichtenstein, both of
great protomodern archiVito Acconci's installation at the Museum of Applied Arts re-creates
which have been directed
Lecture of Otto Wagner
the interior shell of the gallery, but disorientingly tilted on its axis.
by L6rand Hegyi since
appears more connected
1991. Unfortunately,
to the reign of Franz-Joseph I than to contemporary realiHegyi has gained an international reputation for both his
ties-the Viennese don't have to even lift th e proverbial
careless style and his lackluster program-the two retrofinger to be transported to a time that possessed a seemspectives up during my stay were Roman Opalka and Maringly more cohesive sensibility than our own. That is probtial Raysse-making it no surprise that the Viennese and
ably why, during a typical weekday afternoon this spring,
visitors alike stay away from his institutions in droves.
the most crowded exhibition in town was the "Wiener BiePerhaps it is due to the stagnation of its museums that
dermeier" show of mid-19th-century paintings and furniVienna now relies so heavily on importing exhibitions and
ture at the Kunstforum of Bank Austria (through June 27).
curators. This month (through July 25), for example, everyShowcasing prim, allegorical pictures that propel the rapt
one's attention is sure to be focused on the Kunsthalle and
audience into a world where the decadence of Klimt and
the Messepalast, where Konig's "The Broken Mirror," a
Schiele seem centuries rather than decades
the
curatorial effort (in collaboration with Hans-Ulrich Obrist)
artist of the occasion is Ferdinand Georg WaldmUller
to reexamine easel painting with the work of more than 40
(1793-1865) , a technical virtuoso whose light-dappled
artists, is being hosted. Much critical discussion has been
canvases seem to foreshadow Impressionism, albeit with
generated by the fact that Konig, one of Europe's most
sometimes painfully insipid subject matter.
respected curators, known for his support of avant-garde
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Important 18th century carrara marble figural fireplace mantel attributed to the
renowned English sculptor John Flaxman; 5 foot 6 inch height, 8 foot 10 inch
width, c. 1780 (From the collection of William Randolph Hearst)
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sculpture and a front-runner to head
the next Documenta, is taking a sudden interest in the most traditional (and
most endangered) of mediums. The
checklist of artists invited to ''The Broken Mirror"-heavyweights like Gerhard Richter, Sigmar Polke, Robert
Ryman and Cy Twombly dominate,
with scarcely a younger U.S. painter to
be found-suggests that Konig may be
trying to revive ce1tain modernist stratagems of painting, without having to
acknowledge that these limits have
long since been surpassed. In other
words, maybe Vienna has provided the
occasion for yet another troubled soul
to fall victim to the lure of the past.
A couple of satellite exhibitions
are trying to provide a critical counterweight to Konig's apparently conservative position: Denys Zacharopoulos,
lately of Documenta IX fame, is said
to be organizing a salon des refuses
with the working title of "The Repaired
Mirror" (June 8-30) for the Academy
of Fine Arts, where he teaches. Another exhibition, organized by Viennabased critic Markus Brtiderlin for the
Heiligenkreuzerhof, has been on the
books since before the Kbnig dales
were announced, but will no doubt
benefit from the fortuitous timing.
Called ''The Image of the Exhibition"
(through July 17), it aims to combine
the work of a1tists whose practice consists of examining the format of the arl
exhibition-Rene Daniels, Louise
Lawler and Thomas Struth are the central figures-with documentary photographs of various art exhibitions in
museums, galleries and other sites.
If any single person can be given
credit for trying to negotiate this endless struggle with the past, it is probably Peter Noever, who runs the Museum of Applied Arts. His ambitious
program of commissioning contemporary artists to design the new installation of the museum's permanent collection of objects, under the umbrella
"Tradition and Experiment," opened
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to th e publi c last month , with especially noteworth y rooms-th ere are
l l in total- c r ea te d b y Barb a ra
Bloom (Art Nouveau and Art Deco),
Franz Graf (Renaissance and Rococo), Donald Judd (a Baroque interior)
and Heimo Zobernig (Wiener Werkstiitte). Some of the roo ms are mu ch
more interpreti ve than oth ers-the
Jenny Holzer roo m, sporting a cas taluminum sofa, seems a bit inappropriate; and Gunther Forg's mini-hi story of display cases shows a compulsion
to compete with the obj ec ts on view.
But even though the director and curators ha ve made th e ac tu al choi ce of
obj ects, the artists manage to convey
a sense of having interacted with virtually eve1ything they touched.
But eve n th e ambition s of thi s
proj ect pale before The City Inside Us,
Acconci's monumental installation in
MAK's galleries (through August 28).
The expen se of the piece (reportedly
well over $1 million) is more than
explained by its scale: Acconci has perfectly re-created the interior shell of the
gallery within the gallery itself, except
that the new version has been tilted and
rotated on its axi s, so that floors, walls
and ceilings meet one another in jarring, disorienting spaces. At the same
time that Acconci has realized his particular vision of a world where distorted perception becomes a participatory
rather than a merely passive situation,
he has also produced an oblique commentary on his host city. Although the
faded dreams of the Hapsburg monarchy did not play a n obviou s role in
Freud's realm of th e unconscious, in
the Vie nna of today th ey are still the
most potent refuge of all. And by arguing the cause of artistic freedom in the
form of a vi sion of th e world literally
gon e askew, Acconci subtly reaffirms
some people's worst nightmare: that
once we le t go of th e past, we have
nothing to rely on but our own imaginations. Dan Cameron is the contemporary editor of Art & Auction.
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editorial
The Passion To Possess

Dan Cameron

(critical edge)

be, must be at least partially sought
in
th e prevailing public mood as
painting. Whenever the vanguard
opposed to merely the state of art. Or
enjoys an extended spell of high-visiat l east this is how I feel when I'm
THE OUTLAW
bility troublemaking, painting gets
asked to give special credence to the
shunted aside, accused of irrelevance
quasi-romantic easel paintings of
and self-infatuation. But whenever the
ACADEMY
Tony Scherman, say, or the blob-andavant-garde s tarts to get into trouble
grid abstractions of Carl Ostendarp.
or ceases to be convincing, there is
felt a near-universal need for the security of dried pig- Both painters seem reactionary, though not in a comment on canvas. It's a vicious game of irl"verse perpetual pelling way; they rely on strategies that were tested and
motion: once morale dips, painting has no place to go thrown out only a very few years ago (remem.b er Kevin
except up-at least until such time as its criteria of Larmon and Will Mentor?).
The more popular-and equally dubious-version of
quality become too self-referential, whereupon the avantpainting's revived fortunes can be found in the work of
garde rises up and the whole cycle begins again.
Despite the fact that the most widely favored cur- Jonathan Lasker or David Row, formalists-with-a-twist
who have arrived in the leading ranks
of American abstraction for no apparent
reason other than the lack of competition. The desire to revamp the greatest
hits of formali st painting, but with a nod
to the self-conscious tactics of appropriation and historicism, takes on a particular urgency in both these artists'
work. Unfortunately for each of them,
th e repetition compulsion inherent in
most modernist abstraction does not
up by either the critseem to be
ical presence that heightens the geometrical abstraction of Peter Halley or
Sherrie Levine , or the headlong
embrace of pure optical delight found
in Philip Taaffe's paintings.
What this means, of course, is that
American abstraction has not yet found
D espite the current vogue for abstraction, painte rly re negades such as Lari
a mandate that compares with either the
Pittman-whose Transformational and Needy, 1990, is seen here-are
expressio nist mode of the early '80s or
creating vivid, vital work that resists easy stylistic stereotyping.
the conceptualism of the late '80s. This
rent c ritical position is one in which the medium an is not due to any lack of effort on the part of its critical
artist employs is seen as irrelevant to the greater mean- and curatorial supporters; indeed, they may be trying too
ing of his or her work, this does not seem to apply to hard. The collective msh to embrace a mode of"serious"
painting. Once an artis t begins to get involved with abstraction, as see n in several group shows this winter,
handmade pictures, it seems, the e ntire hi story of seems to my mind to be a case offitting the square peg
painted forms-especially its turbulent story in the into the round hole. For instance, while I think that the
present century-is trotted out for the purpose of set- paintings of David Reed are eminently deserving of broadling up standards and forming cri ti cal judgments. er public and critical support, I would hardly be
Then , too, there is the 1-told-you-so ton e of much inclined-as was the John Good Gallery-to use the
recent critical discussion about painting, especially work of, say, Ross Bleckner or Gary Stephan to provide
noticeable among those whose mo st characteristic Reed with a familiar and, in my opinion, false critical
response to change in art is to wait for the pendulum co ntext. On the con trary, the strength of Reed's work
to swing back to their point of view.
comes largely from his extraordinary self-contained effort ,.
None of this is in any way blameworthy, of course. to build a personal vocabulary offorms and space from
It's just that the primary motives for upgrading paint- his 25-year investigation into the empirics of paint. It is
ing's status, no matter how deeply felt the 111ission may equally specious to connect Reed with the work of talentP
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School of Better Abstraction. Starting
ed younger abstractionists like Jacque(critical edge)
with Jedd Care t a nd Elizab e th Murline Humphries and Suzanne McClelland. The only thing he shares with th em is th e desire to ray, mov in g through Ke nn y Sc ha rf a nd David Salle, a nd
develop a personal language of form s that is relatively ending up with th e unlikely example of Carroll Dunha m
safe from the comprutmentalization of precisely such ciit- (proba bly the most underra ted world-class painter in the
ical stereotypes as are now being wheeled out.
U.S.), it is possible to di scern a n "o utlaw" acade my of
Reed's work is shown by th e Max Prote tch Gallery, American work th a t is styli sti cally unta med, incorpora twh ere the only convincing argume nt for the effi cacy of in g riotou s color, vivid bru s hwork a nd a resis ta nce to
abstrac t painting has been mad e in the current season . bein g classifi ed as eith er a bstrac ti on or representa tion .
Entitled "Stubborn Painting: Th en and· ow," and orga- Althou gh a criti cal pa ra di gm has not ye t e merge d to
te
nized by a rt adviser Ruth Kaufmann and arti s t Mik e brin g th ese a rti s ts toge th er, th ey pl ainl y
Me tz, th e exhibition was nothin g s hort of a vi sionary e nough of a traditi on to s ugges t wha t ma ny critics a nd
atte mpt to bring certain heretofore scattered ideas about galleri sts seem loath to ac kn owledge ri ght now: tha t th e
abs trac tion toge th er in a sin gle place, and le t th e eye most vital a nd interesting painting being done in Amerijudge for itself. The show was interesting not because it ca today may not be a bstracti on at all!
Th ere are other painterly re negades worth consideramad e a special case for abstraction , but because it tackled th e whole larger proble m of vi s ual meanin g. Th e tion. For example, Deborah Kass a nd Sue Williams use
c ura tors had no criti cal agenda to fulfill, so th e associa- fe mini s m to deconstru ct socioc ultural arche types of the
mal e arti s t. Th e b oldness of their proj ect not
only invites associations
with s uc h bras h (if
sli ghtly more agreeable)
yo un ge r p ainte rs as
John Currin , Jane Hammond , Lari Pittm an and
Al ex is Ro ckm a n, but
also permits us to dra w
our r efere nces bac kward as well, to certain
mid- career arti s ts who
may not necessarily
have ta ke n s uch a n
ex plicitly radi cal pa th ,
but who ha ve helped produ ce a n a tmosph ere in whi ch
For 25 y e ars , David Reed h as been building a pe rsonal
fi erce individuali sm is not only pro tected but welcome.
vocabulary of form w 1.d space , more significant for its
One such fi gure is Ida Apple broog, who has maintain ed
idiosyncracies than for its affinities. He re , Reed's
credibility for yea rs as a n arti s t with ac ute soc ial and
No. 288, 1989-90.
ti ons made-for example, between the late Paul Feeley politi cal insight, but who recently began receiving mucha nd Taaffe (who som e tim es " borrowed" from Feeley's dese rved atte ntion as a painter. Anoth er is William Wegpaintin gs to compose hi s own), be tween Forres t Bess's man , who is uni versally appla uded (some might say too
mall , idi osyncrati c paintin gs of th e '50s and those of mu ch so) for hi s photos of dogs, but whose self-effacing
Tom ozkows ki in th e '80s, or be tween Elizabe th Mur- canvases are gross ly underappreciated.
It is not so mu c h th a t th ese exa mpl es re prese nt
ray's mid-'70s abstracti ons a nd Mary Heilmann's work of
th e la te ' 70s-were largely intuitive in nature. But e ven a noth er, more exoti cized sc hool of painting, but th ey do
more tha n thi s, th e c urators le t th eir visual sen se guide provid e a n outlook that suggests painting needn 't mereth e m, produ cin g a lovin g homage to paintin g that s till ly uphold th e conve nti ons a nd ass umpti ons of co ntemlingers in the mind long after more bombastic treatments pora ry tas te. For th e fi rs t tim e in more th an a decade,
fi gura tion in th e ' 90s a ppears to be able to ac hi eve a
have faded away.
By taking Kaufma nn's and Metz's example, it is possi- goal th a t mos t abs trac ti on seems to have aba ndo ned: to •·
ble to viscerally constru ct an interpretation of Ameri can s ta nd on th e front lin es, where ar t is s till de fin ed as
painting in the '80s tha t see ms to lead to differe nt con- th a t whi c h tears rel e ntlessly a t th e b oun daries of i ts
clusions than those reached by the c urre ntlyJashionable own definition. ( A&. A)
Dan Cameron is the contemporary editor of A•·t & Auc tion.
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THINK THAT THE
(critical edge)
talked about (and fanatically collected) shows in SoHo presented an upgroup Queer Nation, which promotes
the use of positive gay images in media
front, if highly sophisticated, view of
T H E 5 EX U A L I 5
the world from a perspective that is
and public life (and also fights antigay
discrimination and violence), should
anything but straight.
CULTURAL
Take Cary Leibowitz's first fullgive Jesse Helms a good citizenship
scale exhibition, which opened the
award. My argument, which might
season at the Stux Gallery. Although
seem a bit wrongheaded at first, nevertheless has an undeniable logic to it; one of the very Leibowitz (whose nom de guerre is Candy Ass) had prefew positive outcomes of the recent attacks in th e U.S. viously created environmental installations incorporaton freedom of expression in the arts is the radically ing photos of nude muscle men and little canvases proaltered status of gay art.
c laiming, "I love Jeff Koons" and "I love Sherrie
Not only has the role that a gay sensibility seems to be Levine," his artistic persona in this exhibition was conplaying in mainstream American art changed, but th e siderably less coy. Although references to sexuality still
artists' own strategy in establishing the premises for their abounded, the theme of the new work seemed to be that
work has altered quite considerably as well. In particular, more generalized social archetype, the loser. Embracing
there is the whole formulation of gay art as expressing a the current vogue for "pathetic" art, Leibowitz hung on
minority point of view. The 1980s, which fused the dev- the gallery wall a pair of pants that proclaimed, "Kick
Me," and lined up
astation of AIDS and the
critique of representastuffed chimps on the
tion engendered by Neofloor in an arrangement
that would have been
Conceptualism, changed
all that, in the sense that
truly disarming were it
gay artists are no longer
not for its close affinity
seen as speaking only for
to the work of Mike
their own community,
Kelley.
If Leibowitz's obsesbut for everyone else as
sive self-identification
well. Add to this the
unique case of Robert
with the role of the
Mapplethorpe--a muchunderdog at times begs
the question of who's
loved artist within the art
oppressing whom, the
world whose work inadart of the collaborative
vertently threatened
team of Pruitt-Early
(before the October
acquittal of the Contem- Nayland Blake's work straddles a narrow line between the furtive
makes a lot of gay
people uncomfortable
porary Arts Center in codifu:ation of gay desire and the aesthetic demands ofantiobject
Cincinnati) to create a
sculpture. Here , his installation at SoHo's Petersburg GaUery.
because of its elabolandmark legal precedent for obscenity, but whose name rate lionizing of adolescent male sexuality-that is,
and reputation are now correctly being seen as unfairly heterosexuality. Pinup girls, fast cars, stacked beer cans
maligned by the strong-arm tactics of the self-proclaimed with decals and heavy metal insignia abounded in the
art police-and you have all the makings of a genuine pair's debut exhibition in September at 303 Gallery,
underground culture pushed to the forefront of American which might have appeared to the uninformed as if
sociopolitical discourse.
Richard Prince had had Gilbert and George's illegitiOfthe many curious effects brought about by these mate baby. The reasoning behind the artists' stylized
recent changes, perhaps the most unpredictable has been use of heterosexual cliches seems to have as much to do
the reaction of the art establishment itself. Although an with a commentary upon the straight monopoly of depicoutspoken gay perspective has always been welcome in tions of masculinity in con temporary society as with the
some quarters, the art world is also home to a great deal more subversive relationship between "sophisticated"
of latent and even public homophobia. This has tradition- homosexuals and "naive" straight men in the complex '·
•
ally led to a vicious circle, in which museums won't sup- mythology of gay seduction.
Whatever the intent in their identification with hetport the work because collectors won't buy it because galleries won't show it. This Catch-22 situation seems to be erosexuality, however, Pruitt-Early's strategy seems to
a far cry from autumn 1990, when several,of the most have made them some enemies in the Correct Politics
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to fall on. Entitled "Low" in mocking
Department: The announcement for
(critical edge)
homage to the Museum of Modern
the show consisted of a decal that the
prospective viewer was to place on a Miller beer can, a Art's "High and Low" exhibition, the show made clear
tactic that would not have drawn any attention had the that Blake's current work straddles a narrow line between
gay activist group ACT-UP not declared a boycott of the furtive codification of gay desire and the aesthetic
Miller only a couple of weeks before. Neither side demands of the new anti object sculpture. For example,
decided to make a public confrontation on the matter, two large, tarplike wall pieces convey a curiously mixed
but judging from the debate that arose on an informal identity as both "serious" sculpture (works by Robert
level in the corridors of SoHo, it is clear that part of Morris and Franz Erhard Walther are the most obvious
Pruitt-Early's message is that being a-gay artist in the precedents) and textbook examples of the type of body'90s does not involve lining up behind anyone else's restraint devices often used in sadomasochistic sex. A
large, prisonlike cage makes use of a long, waist-high
agenda.
Larry Clark's exhibition of photos and photocollages at aperture to suggest a more complicated relationship
Luhring Augustine in September dealt with similar issues, between prisoners and their guards. Even where Blake
and probably also made a lot of people angry, but for radi- deliberately conceals his references, they can still be
cally different reasons. Clark, who is straight, attracted decoded as if they are part of the language of a secret
notoriety years ago with his book of photos, Teenage Lust, society. One work in the show that consists of a series of
which provided highly sympathetic views of young junkies bisected panels with small colored ridges on top seems
to be no more provocaand male hustlers. In the
tive than a Gunther
Luhring Augustine show,
Forg-until it is pointhe took a further step in
ed out that each of the
his current work by precolor "pairs" is derived
senting a number of
from the language of
pieces that draw a concolored handkerchiefs
nection between the
that were worn in the
careers of several teen
idols-Corey Haim and
back pockets of gay
men in San Francisco
Kevin Dillon figure
and New York during
prominently, for example
-and the drugs-andthe 1970s and early
'80s. With nearly 100
prostitution underground
different categories,
that the artist knows so
the color and side on
well. Although much of
which the handkerClark's work has a fictive
edge, and he often makes Although references to gay sexuality still abound, the theme of Cary chief was worn indicatuse of models whose Leibowitz's recent work, such as thffl illStallation at the Stux Gallery, ffl
ed precisely what the
most striking characterthat TrWre generalized social archetype, the loser.
wearer was looking for,
istics are their resemblance to his better-known, real-life thereby saving the effort of getting into a conversation
subjects, the arresting emotional honesty that he brings to with an intriguing stranger only to find out he had someeverything he makes forces the viewer to examine the thing completely different in mind-or, worse still, the
supposedly "wholesome" thrust of the teen heartthrob exact same thing!
industry and its assembly line of man-boy stars in a comThis wry combination of humor and self-consciousness has helped establish Blake as one of the most
pletely different light.
Nayland Blake, a West Coast sculptor who was promising young artists of the moment, gay or straight,
unknown a year ago, made one of the most keenly await- and explains why his art is helping to set standards for
ed debuts of the last few seasons, at Petersburg Gallery how artists will henceforth choose to handle such previin October. (He is also one of the six young sculptors ously touchy topics as sexuality and art. No longer on
currently showcased in the Whitney Museum of Ameri- the defensive, but equally unwilling to accept a secondcan Art's "Mind Over Matter" exhibition.) Blake, whose rate, ghettoized status, Blake and his contemporaries
work embraces a number of varied styles and media, is a seem to be bringing new meaning to that counterculture,.
bit less ambiguous than his East Coast colleagues when chestnut of the '60s, "The personal is political." The difit comes to leaving any question in the viewer's mind ference in the 1990s would seem to be that the sexual,
about which side of the sexuality divide he likes his art however variously defined, is cultural as well. ( A& A)
Dan Cameron is an art critic and curator.
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Cover: Selling for a record $ 28.6 million, Cezanne 's Na tm·e morte: les grosses pommes was a highlight of the 1992-93
auction season. For a look back-and a glimp se of what 's ahead-in everything from contemporary paintings to Chinese
works of art, see pages 76-117.
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critical edge
Dan Cattteron puts his spin on the recent contt•oversu about tvlrat art tvorld netvs reallu is fit to print

It is not easy to imagine

Times to Art World: Drop Dead

the New York art world, a
leading bastion of applied individualism, being united
writer offered the not exactly stunning revelation that
by any single issue. However, not even the AIDS crisis
being a professional artist in New York in the 1990s was
seems to have stimulated the desire to speak with one
simply not the upscale Bohemian idyll it had once
voice in the way that the New York Times'§ apparent failseemed. With conclusions based on interviews with an
ure of journalistic intelligence, as evidenced by three
extremely nanow cross section of artists, Solomon's writseparate articles last season, finally provoked a massive
ing this time had a discernible "chickens-coming-homecry of "No fair" from the art community. Critics, dealers,
to-roost" quality. Her gloating subtext was all too plain:
artists, curators and collectors-from upper Madison
after the orgy of indiscriminate collecting that was the
Avenue to the lower reaches of SoHo-have all seemed
'80s, a certain poetic justice could now be seen in the
to agree in recent months that the Times has increasingspectacle of these once-smug artists huddling in their
ly been giving plum feature assignments on the art world
designer garrets and wondering where their next sale (if
to uninformed writers who have been using the opportunot yet their next meal) was coming from. With Solomon's
nity either to vent their own obscure animus toward the
second article, it became obvious to many in the art
art world or to distort matters outright so as to concoct
world that the Times Magazine wasn't merely permitting
stories where none, in fact, exist.
examples of inept and tendentious journalism about the
For those who may not be aware of the controversy,
art world into its pages: it was doing so as part of a clear
the glove was first thrown down a year ago with a cover
and growing editorial tendency to treat the art world tout
story by Deborah Solomon in the
court as a rather dubious gatherSunday New York Times Magaing of sharks, kooks and their
zine. There, Solomon crowed that
overpaying, avaricious clientele.
New York had better move over
While present space does
The New York Times :S
because it looked like Cologne
not permit a full airing of the largapparent failure
was fast becoming the new art
er cultural issues raised by the
world capital. For readers familTimes Magazine's seeming sponof journalistic
iar with this topic, the most ludisorship of such a one-sided posiintelligence finally
crous aspect of Solomon's story
tion-let it be noted, with due
provoked a massive
was not the fact that she had
irony, that Solomon is now honabsolutely nothing new to add to
ing the tastes of a new generation
cry of "No fair."
the spate of articles on this very
of collectors as chief art critic for
subject that had been published
the Wall Street Journal, perhaps
as long as a decade ago, when
the last redoubt of the free-marCologne really was on the road to becoming the Euroket utopianism that gave us the 1980s in the first placepean art capital. No, the real problem was that Solomon
it suffices to say that outrage at the lack of journalistic
and her editors seemed blissfully unaware of the finansavvy and intellectual depth shown by the Times Magacial and moral crisis that was rolling over Cologne (and
zine over these two stories was tempered by the fact that
the rest of the German art world)-painfully evident to
most serious readers tend to regard the magazine as midthe thousands of art nomads who had passed through
dlebrow entertainment and turn to the Friday "WeekCologne on their way to or from Documenta IX just a few
end" section and Sunday's "Arts and Leisure" when
months earlier-at the very moment the article appeared.
seeking hard cultural news and analysis.
Precisely because the "Weekend" section has long
In other words, the bad timing and erroneous nature of
Solomon's research and conclus ion s made it seem to
been the only place where the Times regularly reviews
those who were aware of the facts that the Times had
galleries and is thereby regarded as almost sacrosanct,
done something akin to commissioning an article on the
even jaded Times-watchers were caught off guard when
East Village art scene, then waiting until long
the
N.R . ("Sonny") Kleinfield's "Bargaining at the Art Gallast gallery had closed or moved to SoHo before allowing
leries: A Personal Odyssey" appeared expose-style on
the piece to run.
Friday, May 7. Flimsily researched and snide, the artiStill, even to the most astute (or paranoid) readers,
cle consisted of a series of attempts by Kleinfield, a
that article seemed more or less an isolated incident
"Metro" section reporter posing as a prospective buyer,
until this February, when a second piece by the same
to dicker with a handful of dealers over prices. (The
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wri ter described hi mself as havin g "a mild feelin g for
art," but ad mitted th at he had always see n galleri es as
"intensely snobbish and ... off-puttin g places .") Needless
to say, Kleinfi eld 's sti ng was read by ma ny as a direc t
attac k on th e art world as a whole, not least because it
clearl y preemp ted mos t of the gallery
for th a t
same day. In an un published letter to the Times, Eri c P.
Widi ng, executi ve director of the Richard York Gallery,
described Kleinfield's effort as "sophomoric und ercover
reportage." Coln ag hi 's Nicholas Hall, in a letter to th e
editor that th e paper did publish, wrote that he had read
Klei nfie ld's story "with horror, e mbarrass ment and , in
the end, indignation. "
T here was pl e nt y of indi gna ti on to go around. A
peti ti on co ndemning th e Times qui c kly began to circ ulate in the art world , a nd a meeting was called between
representati ves of the Art Dealers Association of America (ADAA) and so me of th e Times's c ulture staff. Pri or
to th e meeting, chief art critic Michael Kim melman produced fig ures to show tha t the news paper's coverage of
galleries had no t, in fac t, decreased in r ece nt years.
Gilbert S. Edelso n, admini strative vice pres id e nt a nd

coun sel to th e ADAA, was present at th e mee tin g and
reports th a t th e paper's staffers see med both sur prised
and sy mpa the tic a t th e volum e and inte nsity of the art
world's res ponse to th e Kleinfield article; the art world
re presenta tives were, in turn , surprised by the Times's
surpn se.
One of the authors of the petition, ind ependent dealer Simon Wa tson, sees th e Times's a ttitud e toward th e
art world as neo-Puritani sm grounded in sloppy li beral
thinking th at aims to puni sh anyone who may have be nefited from th e excesses of the '80s . "The art world has
always worried th ese people because of its free thinking
nature," Watson contend s. "It's just tha t now th at we're
in a recession, knee-j erk indignation ta kes priority over
sound judgment. Jeff Koo ns winds up getting blamed for
I va n Boes ky." Ed elso n de murs, in s tead offerin g th e
opini on th a t if th e re is a n anti-art wo rl d bi as a t th e
Times, it functions on an unconscious level. Meanwhile,
others point to the growing visibility of Carol Vogel's
column Th e Art Market, which covers auctions, laws uits
and other art world doings, as symptomati c of th e Times's
de termin a tion to minimiz e c ritiqu e in favor of spicy
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reportage. If there's something that everyone in the art
world seems to have agreed upon recently, it is that the
paper's coverage of the art world has become overwhelmingly negative.
How does the Times see it? In a response to private
dealer Jill Newhouse-who had written to the Times criticizing the paper for its "overwhelming att;action to negative stories about the art world" and who had asked, "Is
the search for THE STORY overwhelming the purpose of
art reporting?"-Paul Goldberger, cultural news editor,
said that the Times must "balance the needs of the field
we are covering with our overriding mission to serve as
wide a range of our readers as we can . . .. The response
we have received from non-professionals to several of the
stories you mention so critically was quite positive."
Goldberger continued: "The 'search for the story' is the
very purpose of art reporting, and of every other kind of
reporting as well. Far from being antithetical to our mission, the quest for stories is what journalism has always
been about."
Whether or not the situation will take care of itself
remains to be seen. Certainly, there have now been

major edi torial c h anges at th e Times Magazine that
might lead one to believe that poorly timed and/or grievously misinformed articles like Solomon's may not pass
muster quite so easily in the future. As far as the Kleinfield piece is concerned, Goldberger, while reluctant to
portray it as a lapse in judgment, points out that the
Times's decision to give greater prominence to Roberta
Smith's reviews and features should be interpreted as a
better indication of the paper's editorial policy than
anomalies like "Bargaining at the Art Galleries." Moreover, such changes as a new occasional series for novice
collectors-which began with a Charles Hagen piece in
July on how to start collecting photographs-along with
the decision to change the title of Vogel's column to
Inside Art, seem to indicate that the art world's indignation may not have fallen on deaf ears. Whatever the
medium-range outcome, though, it is now obvious to all
concerned that innumerable readers have become fresh ly sensitized to the way the Times treats the art world
and, once roused from their apathy, won't tend to regard
the next incident lightly. Dan Cameron is the contemporary editor of Art & Auction.
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Cover: Portrait of a season: This month, Art & Auction looks at the hits a nd misses of the auctions of 1993-94 and casts
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Peter]. Sharp, which Sotheby's sold in]anuary. See pages 76-111.
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Tire indigenous and tlae cos11eopolitan struggle for the soul of .4rgentine art. Dan Cameron reports

Tug-of-War

Bueno s Aires is the

most European of Latin Americealed beneath the personal nature of their feud, howevcan cities. Indeed, the cultural distance between the Argentine capital and the rest of South America mirrors the gap
er, is a deeper, typically 1990s struggle between local
that until recently characterized most relations between the
and global meanings.
The essence of this tussle might be characterized as
Old World and the New. Not surprisingly, there is a veritafollows: Benedit, whose experience in the 1960s made
ble literature of jokes from other parts of Latin America
him perhaps hyperaware of his country's difficulties in
based on the stereotypical portefio (as residents of Buenos
coming to terms with its history, has struggled for more
Aires are called) who sees himself as being above his felthan two decades to produce an art that is almost ostentalow Latinos. Just as New York has functioned as the principal port of entry in North America for European culturetiously local in the sense of treating themes (e.g., th e life
of the gaucho, the journey of Darwin's Beagle) that touch
with all th e friction such a role implies-so has Buenos
Aires acted as the flash point for a whole continent's ambivaupon chapters of Argentine consciousness that have tended in the past to be gussied up and stripped of particularilence about its postcolonial identity.
ty. Kuitca, by contrast, was literally a child prodigy who
The Europe/America dilemma plays itself out in
modern Argentine art and literature in a number of
had his first solo exhibition at age 13 and whose later
paintings can be loosely described as
intriguing ways. A classic example is
falling within an "international" style
the universe of mirrors, labyrin ths and
double meanings described in the fic that has helped catapult him to levels of
tion of Jorge Luis Borges. Beyond its
worldwide success unthinkable for a
young South American artist only 10
universal applications, Borges's work
can be read as the unmasking of a sociyears ago. While Kuitca continues to
e ty for which the facade of European
live in Buenos Aires, his career exists
almost exclustvely abroad: he has not
refinement was erec ted at the end of
the 19th century-not only as a tribute
had a solo show at home since the midto new wealth but as a way to divert
'80s and stops just short of boasting
attention from the anni hilation of the
about how out of touch he is with the
indigenous population in fh e interior.
local scene. For many, the schools of
In more recent times, the c ultural batthought represented by the Benedit and
tles fou ght by local artists during the
Kuitca camps seem to polarize local taste
late 1960s-which were revisited this
as well as frustrate any attempt to bring
spring in the exhibition "90-60-90" at
divergent views together under a single
the Fundaci6n Banco Patriciocritical umbrella. This split was evident
revolved aro und issues such as art's
in "90-60-90," based as it was on the
relevance during a period of social
Almost kitsch: A lighting fantasy by
premise that the work of certain artists
upheaval. While this echoed the conthe late Omar Schiliro.
of the 1960s (Benedit, Jorge de la Vega,
cerns of work being made at the same
Pablo Suarez) bear certain affinities to
time in the U.S. and Europe, it also spoke directly to the
some of the more touted younger artists who have emerged
generation of Argentine artists just then discovering that
in the last few years (Pablo Sequier, Marcelo Pombo,
what was most characteristic of their c ulture was pre Miguel Harte); the 1980s, personified by Kuitca, were
cisely that which had been most repressed.
conspicuous by their absence from the exhibition.
The tug-of-war between th e indigenous and the cosIf there's one thing everyone in the Buenos Aires
mopolitan continues today. Look at the careers of artists
art world can agree on, it's that culture has not traditionLuis F. Benedit and Guillermo Kuitca. Benedit is in his
ally been a very high priority for the Argentine state.
late 50s, Kuitca still in his early 30s, and the two have
"What this has meant for some time," explains critic
only the nicest things to say about each other. It's Ruth
Marcelo Pacheco, "is that the directorships of our major
Benzacar, Benedit's dealer, and Jorge (p ronounced
museums and cultural centers don't go to art historians
George) Helft, the collector who has been Kuitca's great
or art professionals, but rather to ambitious and/or fruschampion-th ey are, respectively, Argentina's most
trated politicians who, in almost every case, would rather
important cutting-edge dealer and collector-who don't
be doing something else." Not surprisingly, apathy and
exactly see eye-to-eye concerning their star artists. Conmismanagement are widespread. A good example is the
\
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artists with sensitivity are wholly outside the established
spat that erupted between Colombian painter and sculptor Fernando Botero and the Museo Nacional de Bellas
museum framework. At the ICI-Instituto de CoopArtes, which recently featured a survey of his work.
eraci6n Ibero-Americano, underwritten by the government of Spain-Curator
What began as the artist's
Laura Bucchellato's innovadispleasure with the inadetive program stresses an
quate insurance arrangeeclectic mix of younger and
ments for the show soon spilesser-known midcareer
raled into name-calling with
Argentines, together with
museum honchos in the local
occasional shows by foreign
press; in the end, Botero boyartists. Even more challengcotted his own opening, leading are the small solo exhibiing Argentine President Cartions of largely unknown
los Saul Menem to cancel his
artists
organized by Jorge
own appearance at the openGumier
Meier (himself an
ing. In New York, London or
accomplished
painter) at the
Paris, such a thing would be
Centro
Cultural
Ricardo
almost unthinkable; in
Innocence regained? Sebastian Gordin 's Concierto para
Bue nos Aires, it was busiflauta, violoncelo y piano al reves.
Rojas, part of the University
of Buenos Aires. In fact,
ness as usual.
Given such official offhandedness, it is small wonGumier Meier is largely responsible for focusing local
attention on a very young generation of artists working
der that, besides Benzacar's gallery, the only two spaces
with themes and materials associated with childhood.
in this city of 14 million that consistently treat emerging
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TWO HIGHLY IMPORTANT PAINTINGS BY
J.M.W. TURNER
AND ANOTHER BY C. D. FRIEDRICH

STOLEN
from the Schirn Kunsthalle, Frankfurt, Germany on July 28, 1994
In original
giltwood frame,
with gilt mount
angled at
each corn er.

Shade and Darkness-The Evening of the Deluge (1843) Oil on canvas. 78.5 x 78 em.
In or iginal
giltwood frame,
with gilt mount
angled at
each corne r.

Light and Color (Goethe's Theory)-The Morning After the Deluge. Moses
Writing the Book of Genesis (1843) Oil on canvas. 78.5 x 78.5 em.

Nebelschwaden (Wafting Mist) Oil on canvas. 32.5 x 42.4 em.

Information to:
Det. Inspector J. McTigue, New Scotland Yard,
tel: 44 (71) 230-2150 fax: 44 (71) 230-4676
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1 Norton Folgate, Bishopsgate, London E1 6DA
tel: 44 (71) 377-0282 fax: 44 (71) 371-6355

Although this group has not even
been given a formal label so far, there
is a thread of continuity running
through much of its work, among the
most interesting now to be seen in
Buenos Aires: Monica Giron's handknit clothing for endangered Argentine birds; Sebastian Gordin's cartoonlike models of gallery openings,
soccer matches and piano concerts;
Agustin lnchausti's box construc tions of toys set against painted backgrounds; and the paste-jewel lighting
fantasies of Omar Schiliro, whose
roulettelike wheel offering a range of
life's possibilities was accompanied
in "90-60-90" by a label announcing
that the artist had died of AIDS shortly before the show.
By stressing a personal, seemingly innocent quality that could be
easily mistaken for kitsch, this new
generation seems to be disengaging
itself from the stylistic (and art-political) infighting that has pitted artist
against artist in Argentina's ongoing
Europe/ America dilemma. Benedit,
who works with some of these artists
in a grant program funded by the
Fundaci6n Antorchas, comments on
the phenomenon by noting that this
group, many of whom are still in their
early 20s, is the first to have grown
to maturity in a democratic Argentina. "Perhaps their work represents a
reconciliation that neither my generation nor that of the 1980s could have
imagined," he says. Whether or not
this new generation can actually
build the kinds of cultural bridges
Benedit envisions, their work does
reflect a spirit of optimism conspicuously absent from most art that
attempts to recast cultural issues in
personal terms. Seeking to capture
the world as if through a child's eyes,
these artists might be said to have
already transcended the argument •·
between the local and the global.
Dan Cameron is the contemporary editor of Art & Auction.

In Germany contact: C. Gielisch, Postrasse 7, D 40213 Dusseldorf.
tel: 39 (211) 138.06.22 fax: 39 (211) 32.36.83
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With two c urre n t e xhibitions, Dan Cameron assesses Pop r evis·i onisttJ

What Goes Around •.•

T he r evival of Pop art

has taken place so often during the past 30 years that it has slatted to seem more approless valuable than others. James Rosenquist, the only other
priate to wo nder whe th er th e tim e will ever come when
major Pop figure who works predominantly in painting, has
contented himself with only cos metic developments in his
Pop is not going to be consid ered a major influence on a
technique since the 1960s. This leaves Lichtenstein, who,
curre nt style or trend. Try as we might when looking a t
Ameri can art of the pas t d ecad e, it is qu-ite diffi cult to
despite eru·ly criticism of his work as "soulless," has been
ide ntify a movement, whether primarily expressionist or
hailed since the '70s as a kind of "painter's painter"-not
in obvious terms of tactility like de Kooning or Johns, but
conceptual in bent, that didn't pledge some form of allecertainly on a level of technical innovation comparable to
gia nce to th e bas ic princ iples of Pop . Although thi s is
th a t of Fra nk Stella. But th ere is more a t stake in thi s
indeed an impressive breadth of influ ence, one unfortushow than the validation of Li chtenstein's talent. Coming
nate result of Pop's ubiquity has been a general murkiness
when it comes to defining what exactl y those principles
at a moment of uncertainty about where contemporary art
is headed, this overview of Lichtenstein's work is likely to
might be, at least in terms of tracing Pop's alleged impac t
on present-day art bac k to its specific sources rather than
be scrutinized by many as a re port on th e co ndi tio n and
merely citing the movement as a blanket phenomenon.
possibilities of American painting today.
As if in response to the current atmosphere of criti cal
What it probably won't resolve, though, is the magniimprecision abou t Pop's relevance for later art, two ew
tude of the perceived schism between followers of Warhol
York muse um s are prese ntin g
andfollowersofLichtenstein over
related but quite different exhibiwhose influence remains the more
signifi cant. Those who consider
tions that, taken together, apperu· to
signal a "revisioni st" turn in Pop
Warhol to have been the most cretheory." Hand-Painted Pop," orgaati ve force in the universe during
his lifetime tend to denigrate Lichnized las t year by Los Angeles 's
Museum of Conte mporary Ar t
te nstein as fu ssy, or at least co nsiderably more interested in paint(MOCA) and on view at the Whitney Museum thro ugh October 10,
ing's hi storical continu ity tha n in
its conceptual overhaul. However,
offers an unprecedented opportuniwith th e recent devaluation of the
ty to ponder certain long-obscured
links between Abstract ExpressionWarhol es tate, putting the resale
mark et's nerves on edge all over
ism and Pop. The other show is the
A ''pautter's p auller": R oy Liclr.tensteu•.'s R e flections
again , it is no longer so unusual to
Roy Li chtenstein retrospec ti ve at
n, 1988, /rom comedum Steve Martut's coUection.
hear th e argum e nt th at th e God th e So lo mo n R . Gu gge nh e im
Museum uptown (October 8-Janufa th er of P op 's revo luti ona ry
approach to art was, for the most part, an inevitable reflecary 16), which offers the mos t ambitious survey to date of
the artist whose reputation is second only to Andy W ru·hol's,
li on of a partic ular time, a nd th a t just a few years after
in terms of having given focus and direction to the formaWarhol's death-and the " death " of the tradition of hi gh
paintin g hi s work so chee kil y affronted-m ore arti sts
tive period of Pop a nd havin g co ntinu ed with the s tyle
see med to be ma kin g a nd s howing paintings than ever
throughout his career (Li chtenste in is 70 this year). While
" Hand-Painted Pop" helps demoli sh the notion that Pop
before. With Li chtenstein , on the oth er hand, the viewer
and AbEx represented diametrically opposed sensibiliti es,
eve ntu all y gets the impression th at th e more knowledge
a bout th e hi story of paintin g one is able to bring to th e
the Li chtenstein show impli citly challenges a more oblique
wor k-Li chtenstein 's borrowin gs a nd references ra nge
but perhaps more significant premi se: the notion that Pop
from ancient Greek architecture to Leger-the more beneart was a move me nt in whi c h painterly ac hi eve me nts,
fit one derives. While Wru·hol pretended to believe that hisalthough occasionally memora ble, were only of secondary
importance, with Pop's real accomplishment being a raditory began and ended with himself, Lichtenstein seems to
··
have come to terms years ago with painting's fac ts of life:
cal revision of art's "high/low" hierru·chy.
there will always be painting in the world , one invariably
T he argume nt behin d th e Li chte nstein show is th e
more compelling of the two. Warhol, it has been noted more
works in the shadow of gia nts, and life is far too short to
s pe nd it incessantl y c hompin g on th e ha nd tha t build s
freq uently than may be necessru-y, was a somewhat indiffermuseums to safeguard your imm01t ality.
ent painter, with large chunks of hi s output consid erably
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resistance to their deployment of a vocabulary comprising
almost exclusively jarring shapes, sickly and/or saccharine
colors and whimsical, illustration-derived figuration. The
possibility of living in an almost entirely mechanized environment, which in Lichtenstein's work continues to function as a kind of late-modern utopian ideal, may have been
transformed somewhat by the even more futuristic, and certainly dystopian, storybook nightmares that are woven into
Pittman's art or the crowded psychological fantasies that
provide the links in Hammond's paintings. But even more
pervasively than such literal traces of his influence suggest,
Lichtenstein's art functions as the infinitely quotable period piece, the work of a pioneer appropriationist who has
also become--another irony--one of the most widely copied
artists of our time. Lichtenstein's importance as a predecessor seems to depend less on his having made all roads pass
through him ala arhol than on his having insisted with
such doggedness on the legitimacy of his idiosyncratic
view of the world. Our shared uncertainty as to what now
lies ahead makes it impossible to go on to painting's next
step without some trace of that same single-mindedness.

As the philosophical distance between Lichtenstein
and Warhol continues to widen, it becomes harder to discern their relative impact on younger artists. On the one
hand, Warhol personally became-and continues to be-a
universal cultural icon, someone who put his stamp on a
vast array of activities and in so doing summed up the decenand intellectutered social philosophy of a couple of
al generations. By contrast, even though Lichtenstein's more
strictly formal influence on visual culture has been gradual,
his skewing of our ideas about pictorialism through visual
devices that have an instant cultural-recognition factor has
today become an aesthetic code that is universally familiar.
The hyper-finished surfaces and intricate compositions of
his paintings are dazzling to even the untrained eye, andthe greatest irony of all, considering that they are largely
based on a visual form, the comics, that society continues
to dismiss as lowbrow or juvenile-they signal "high culture" in a convincingly contemporary way.
The highly constructed artifice of Lichtenstein's work
seems to have made its strongest impact on the very different styles of younger painters like Jane Hammond or Lari
Pittman, who have each experienced a degree of art world

w

Dan Cameron is the contemporary editor of Art & Auction.
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